Bulgarian cinema’s GOLDEN ROSE awards

1961 - 1st Bulgarian Film Festival
WE WERE YOUNG
   director Binka Zhelyazkova, script Hristo Ganev

1962 - 2nd Bulgarian Film Festival
CAPTURED SQUADRON
   script Emil Manov, director Ducho Mundrov, cinematography Georgi Alurkov
   art director Angela Danadjieva

1963 - 3rd Bulgarian Film Festival
RAILS IN THE SKY (short)
   director Eduard Zakhariev, cinematography Borislav Punchev
HOLIDAY OF HOPE (documentary)
   script and director Hristo Ganev, cinematography Hristo Kovachev

1964 - 4th Bulgarian Film Festival
THE CHAIN
   script Angel Wagenstein, director Lubomir Sharlandjiev
   cinematography Emil Wagenstein and music by Kiril Tsibulka
JEALOUSY, THE APPLE (animations)
   director Todor Dinov

1966 - 5th Bulgarian Film Festival
TSAR AND GENERAL
   director Vаlо Radev, script Luben Stanev, cinematography Borislav Punchev
VASKATA (short)
   script Valeri Petrov, director Borislav Sharaliev
   art director Maria Ivanova, cinematography Vasil Mladenov
DAYS (documentary)
   director Yuli Stoyanov, script Stefan Prodev, cinematography Ivan Tsoniev
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS (documentary)
   director Avram Ignatov, cinematography Mincho Minchev
SCISSORS AND A BOY (animation)
   director Hristo Topuzanov, art director Milka Nacheva.

1967 - 6th Bulgarian Film Festival
LONGEST NIGHT
   director Valо Radev, script Veselin Branev
   cinematography Borislav Punchev
1968 - 7th Bulgarian Film Festival
THE WHITE ROOM
   director Metodi Andonov, script Bogomil Raynov
   cinematography Dimo Kolarov
THREADS FROM THE RAINBOW, THOUSANDS CRANES
   director and cinematography Hristo Kovachev

1969 - 8th Bulgarian Film Festival
THE EIGHTH
   director Zako Heskia, script Todor Monov and Petar Vedrin, leading part Georgi Georgiev-Getz, cinematography Georgi Georgiev
SHADOW OVER THE FEAST (short)
   director Yanush Vazov

1970 - 9th Bulgarian Film Festival
FAREWELL, FRIENDS!
   director Borislav Sharaliev, script Atanas Tsenev, cinematography Atanas Tasev
PROMETHEUS XX (animation)
   director Todor Dinov

1971 - 10th Bulgarian Film Festival
SPRING OF MINE (short)
   directed by Hristo Kovachev, cinematography Valentin Hristov

1972 - 11th Bulgarian Film Festival
HAMMER OR ANVIL
   director Hristo Hristov, script Luben Stanev and Ivan Radoev

1973 - 12th Bulgarian Film Festival
IVAN KONDAREV
   director Nikola Korabov, cinematography Emil Wagenstein, leading actress Katya Paskaleva
HALLO, DEAR CHILDREN (short)
   director Hristo Kovachev

1974 - 13th Bulgarian Film Festival
GLOW OVER THE DRAVA
   director Zako Heskia, script Pavel Vezhinov and Rangel Ignatov, art director Konstantin Rusakov
BUILDERS (documentary)
   director Hristo Kovachev
1976 - 14th Bulgarian Film Festival
AMENDMENT TO THE DEFENCE-OF-STATE ACT
  director Ludmil Staykov, script Angel Wagenstein

1978 - 15th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
ON THE TRACKS OF THE MISSING
  director Margarit Nikolov, script Nikolay Hristozov
  cinematography Ivan Samardjiev

1980 - 16th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
THE BARRIER
  director Hristo Hristov, script Pavel Vezhinov, cinematography Atanas Tasev
  ALONE AMONG WOLVES (TV series)
  director Zako Heskia, script Pavel Vezhinov, cinematography Krum Krumov

1982 - 17th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
KHAN ASPAROUKH
  director Ludmil Staykov, script by Vera Mutafchieva
  cinematography Boris Yanakiev, music by Simeon Pironkov
  leading actor (Khan Asparoukh) Stoyko Peev

1984 - 18th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
BORIS I
  script Angel Wagenstein, director Borislav Sharaliev
  cinematography Venets Dimitrov, art director Maria Ivanova
  leading actor (Boris I) Stefan Danailov

1986 - 19th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
THEY PREVAILED
  director Kiran Kolarov, cinematography Viktor Chichov
  leading actors Antony Genov, Georgi Georgiev-Getz, Stoyan Stoev and Luben Chatalov

1988 - 20th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
1952: IVAN AND ALEXANDRA
  script and director Ivan Nichev, cinematography Georgi Nikolov

1990 - 21st Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
SILENCE
  director Dimiter Petkov, cinematography Hristo Bakalov
1994 - 22nd Bulgarian Film Festival
THE GOAT HORN
director Nikolay Volev, cinematography Krassimir Kostov
STORIES FOR MURDERS (documentary)
director Iglika Trifonova, cinematography Rali Ralchev

1996 - 23rd Bulgarian Film Festival
FULL MOON LATE
director Eduard Zakhariev (post mortem) and for his Lifetime Achievement
SHOCK (animation)
script, director, art director and producer Zlatin Radev
FERDINAND OF BULGARIA (documentary)
script and director Svetoslav Ovcharov
historical advisory by Stoycho Grancharov
IMAGE IMPOSSIBLE
script Prof. Toncho Zhechev, Ivan Dechev, Vladi Kirov
director Stanimir Trifonov

2000 - 24th Bulgarian Film Festival
GOLDEN ROSE not awarded

2002 - 25th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
EMIGRANTS
script Ludmil Todorov, directors Ivaylo Hristov and Ludmil Todorov

2004 - 26th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
MILA FROM MARS
director by Zornitsa Sofia
PARCHED
director Stanimir Trifonov

2006 - 27th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
MONKEYS IN WINTER
director Milena Andonova

2008 - 28th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
ZIFT
script Vladislav Todorov, director Javor Gardev
cinematography Emil Hristov
2010 - 29th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
EASTERN PLAYS
   script and director Kamen Kalev
   leading actor Hristo Hristov (in memoriam)
PIECE OF RAINBOW (short)
   directed by Stefan Chernev

2011 - 30th Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
No.1
   directed by Atanas Hristoskov
DEMONS (short)
   directed by Alexander Etimov

2012 - 31st Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
THE COLOR OF THE CHAMELEON
   script Vladimir Todorov, director Emil Christov
   leading actor Rushen Vidinliev
THE PARAFFIN PRINCE (short)
   directed by Pavel Vesnakov

2014 - 32nd Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
THE JUDGMENT
   script Marin Damyanov, Emil Spahiiski and Stephan Komandarev
   director Stephan Komandarev, cinematography Krasimir Andonov
PRIDE (short)
   script Pavel Vesnakov, Vanya Rainova, director Pavel Vesnakov
   cinematography Orlin Ruevski

2015 – 33rd Bulgarian Feature Film Festival
LOOSERS
   script/director Ivaylo Hristov
   cinematography Emil Hristov
THE SON (short)
   script Hristo Simeonov and Deyan Enev
   Pavel Vesnakov, Vanya Rainova, director Hristo Simeonov
   cinematography Veselin Hristov